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success. Vienna and Paris and the musical centres of Ger-
many were very wonderful, but London gave one a feeling of
real power, a security that in other places would probably
have proved an illusion. At first the public had not been
easy to impress ; the crowds in Vienna and Paris had been
easier. Now, however, that the London audience had
opened their heart to him, their sentiments seemed as stable
and reliable as the whole trend of life in the British capital.
To know that London was at one's feet gave one a feeling
of tremendous superiority and power. It was almost
frightening.
Paderewski was making friends ; famous people wanted
to meet him ; the leading painters of the land asked him to
sit for them. Alfred Gilbert made a bust of him. The
beautiful Duchess of Rutland sketched him several times.
Burne-Jones had asked to be introduced to him in order to
draw him, and after a sketch or two he made a profile
portrait that certainly could compete in delicacy of design
with Ingres, and in emotional subtlety with almost any
Italian drawing of the fifteenth or sixteenth century.
The day after Burne-Jones made this drawing, he wrote
to his friend Lady Horner :
" There's a beautiful fellow in London named Paderewski
and I want to have a face like him, and look like him and
can't . . . there's trouble. He looks so like Swinburne looked
at twenty that I could cry over past things, and the pretty
ways of him . . . courteous little tricks . . . and low bows
and a hand that clings in shaking hands, and doesn't want to
go ... and a face like Sir Galahad, and the Archangel
Gabriel . . . very like Swinburne's only in better drawing,
and little turns and looks, so like that it makes me jump.
I asked to draw from him and yesterday he came in the
morning and Henschel brought him and played on the
organ and sang whilst I drew . . . which is good for the
emotions but bad for the drawing . . . and knowing
people say he is a great master in his art ... which
might well be for he looks glorious. I praised Allah for

